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PROJECT PASSPORT

Type of site : Heritage site and museum

Country : Greenwich, United Kingdom

Main access works : 

1. Understanding the history of the site

2. Re-organising interior spaces around the new visitor entry

3. Access in the surroundings of Queen’s House 

Players : 

- David Bonnett Associates

- Expert : Marine Semichon and David Bonnett - David Bonnett Associates

Find out more :

- Internet website of David Bonnett : www.davidbonnett.co.uk

- Internet website of Queen’s House : www.rmg.co.uk/queens-house

View of the buildings. Queen’s House is situated in the centre back of the photo, 
in the axis linking the river Thames with Blackheath in the South of Greenwich 
Park.
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UNDERSTANDING CONTEXT

Context

Location: 

Greenwich, London, south of the Thames.

Description: 

Queen’s House is an ancient countryside residence of the England’s royal 
family. It is part of the Maritime Greenwich World Heritage site, which 
comprises the historic town centre, Royal Park and related institutional 
buildings, such as the Royal Observatory and the National Maritime 
Museum. 

Tourist value:

Queen’s House (1616-1619) is the first neo-classical Renaissance building in 
England. Highly influential, it is based on a thorough study of Renaissance 
architecture (unlike the earlier Jacobean Renaissance style). 

Maritime Greenwich was classed a UNESCO World Heritage site in 1997.

Problématiques d’accessibilité :

- there are stairs at almost all entries and there is a high ground floor

- the helical Tulip Stairs are an architectural gem 

- classed a Grade 1 listed building (of exceptional interest) by English 
Heritage and under the UNESCO World Heritage Convention

The Tulip Stairs are the first 
centrally unsupported helical stairs 
constructed in England. A jewel of 
Queen’s House, it demands to be 
preserved. 

View of the building before the works
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1. METHODOLOGY

Salient accessibility and inclusive design features

- creation of a new main entry and resulting modifications of the nearby 
surroundings 

- re-purposing of some interior spaces

1. Methodology : importance of historical research in the 
service of accessibility

A. A comprehensive project

Access works were undertaken at Queen’s House in the context of the 
Millennium Exhibition in 1999-2000. At the time, important modernisation 
works were undertaken by Maritime Greenwich, which manages Queen’s 
House, a building that had been in a state of disrepair. 

The doubly protected building (English Heritage, UNESCO) wants an 
approach respectful of heritage. The team that undertook the works 
included both accessibility and heritage experts. The consultation, that took 
place between staff at Queen’s House and local access groups is noteworthy. 
The proposed new pathway had been tested by wheelchair users.  A visually 
impaired consultant worked on signage for the scheme.

Since its beginnings, the building has frequently changed uses, which 
expressed in alterations to the interior lay-out. It therefore made sense to 
consider changes to the interior spaces and the structure of the building. 
But which earlier state of construction was to be restored?       

Originally, Queen’s House was formed of two buildings 
connected by a central bridge. In 1660, two «bridge rooms» 
were added. 

Canaletto - A View of Greenwich from the River - 1750
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1. METHODOLOGY

B. Identifying phases of construction

A commitment was made to stay as close as possible to the historical lay-
out of the  spaces. In-depth research had been undertaken to identify the 
different phases of construction work and some possible places that might 
lend themselves to more important interventions.

An area already altered in 19th century was identified, where a service 
entry had been added. Important works took place to improve access to the 
upper floors :  a staircase was constructed and an accessible lift installed. 
This compromise was respectful of the Tulip Stairs, which is being preserved 
in its entirety.

 

Researching historical documents and the various construction phases 
made it possible to identify alterations which are more respectful of 
heritage.

The identification of different construction phases made it possible to alter an 
area re-designed in 19th century (top right,) to construct a staircase (bottom 
left) and an accessible lift (bottom right) 
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2. RE-ORGANISATION OF THE BUILDING 

2. Re-organisation of the building around the need for a le-
vel entry

A. A new entry for all

Access to the building was changed and organised around a new level entry 
at the place of an old service entry. From the beginning, the choice was made 
to have one entrance for all visitors. The basement floor structure with the 
service had already been sizably modified during previous centuries. This 
opened up opportunities for re-organising the spaces.

The new entry required changes to the visitor pathways and the spatial 
organisation of the building.

Three toilets including an accessible one were installed in the basement 
floor. Means of access to the remaining floors were created. The installation 
of the lift provides access for people with mobility difficulties to floors that 
had previously been in inaccessible. 

The re-location of the ticketing desk, which had previously been on the 
ground floor, to the new welcome area in the basement floor, meant that 
the ground floor’s Great Hall with its patterned floor tiles can now be 
enjoyed in its full splendour. 

Last but not least, the Tulip Stairs can by viewed by all and visitors with no 
mobility difficulties can use them.

The basement floor 
before the works 

The basement floor 
after the works 

A new level entry for all was created on a facade, which was not the main 
one, at the place of a former service entry one floor lower down.

The re-purposing of some spaces of the building enabled the preservation 
of unique heritage features and enhanced enjoyment of them. 
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2. REORGANISATION DU BÂTIMENT

B. Major interventions

The creation of the new main level entry required the removal of four steps 
inside the building. They were substituted by a gentle slope, which made 
adjustments to the pathways leading to the main entry, so as to be level, 
possible.

The ground was lowered in the immediate vicinity of the entry. This required 
the addition of two steps on either side of the horseshoe staircase. These 
steps are quite plain and cut in a different style, so as to make it easy to 
distinguish between the added contemporary steps and the historical 
staircase. 

This new entry situated on the historical facade is now visible from the 
street.

The main entry before: the 
indoor stairs create access 
problems. Retaining it as 
the main entry would have 
required substantial works 
and important alterations to 
the existing building.

The new main entry for all, 
which is level (below the 
horseshoe stairway).

Re-locating the main entry to 
the basement floor entailed 
additional works such as the 
construction of two steps at 
the bottom of the horseshoe 
staircase.    
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The project offers an interesting heritage posture. It matters, in 
fact, separate the contemporary intervention (adding two steps) of 
the original staircase while ensuring the successful integration of 
the intervention (same material). Thus, the visibility of the existing 
architectural staircase is not compromised.
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3. SURROUNDINGS

3. Surroundings: access to the building

Visitors from central London can use buses, underground and trains to get 
to Queen’s House. Pedestrians walkways from public transport stations/
stops are currently undergoing a programme of access works.

In the vicinity of the building, walkways with a firm non-slip gravel surface 
integrate well into the surrounding environment.

A new car park has been built on the side of the building, for aesthetical 
reasons of heritage preservation. Planned initially for employees, it has 
parking spaces earmarked for disabled drivers.

Visitors who cannot walk longer distances can be dropped-off in front of the 
main facade. 

 

This satellite image of the 
surroundings of Queen’s 
House shows how a 
continuous access journey 
has been designed into the 
scheme.

Construction of an 
accessible, comfortable 
and contrasted walkway 
for all : pedestrians - 
among them visually 
impaired people; and users 
of mobility aids. 
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Bus stop
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CONCLUSION

Conclusion 

Access works at Queen’s House have set a standard. English Heritage has 
dubbed the project “exemplary”. The choice of retaining an accessible  
«entry for all» played a determining role for the whole renovation project.

Method

Access was integral to the project right from the start and shaped it 
considerably. 

A distinction was made between unalterable architectural features, such 
as the Tulip Stairs and more recent additions or modifications to which 
alterations can be  considered and implemented.

There was consultation at every phase of the project with the Access Officer 
of the National Maritime Museum, firm of architects Allies and Morrison 
and David Bonnett Associates, Greenwich local authority, English Heritage, 
various professions and users.

Cost : £1,25 million (1,5 million Euros)

Duration of works: one year  

Tips for teachers

In which way can accessibility shape an entire project?

What different possibilities exist to undertake alterations to listed building?

Read more  

- Internet website of David Bonnett : www.davidbonnett.co.uk

- Internet website of Queen’s House : www.rmg.co.uk/queens-house

Expert : David Bonnett Associates - Marine Semichon

Other projects in London: Somerset House, Kew Palace, Tower of London, 
Buckingham Palace, Trafalgar Square

Biography : David Bonnett Architects was founded in 1994 in response to 
the demand for the experience and competences of David Bonnett, an 
Architect-Access Consultant.  Growing fast, the firm was renamed David 
Bonnett Associates (DBA) in 2001. DBA is today one of the main UK architect 
firms specialising in accessibility and works with several major architect firm 
in the UK and Europe.

Photo credits :  courtesy of David Bonnett Associates 

Date : May 2014


